
From: Baker, Daniel
To: Matthew Burson
Cc: Scott Gage; Scott Johnson ; William Jaeger; Patrick Nelson; Chris Marks; Kent Wegener
Subject: Attached
Date: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 6:13:00 PM
Attachments: BB_ALLFORCE_EFRC_DATES.pdf

BB_ALLFORCE_EFRC_DATES.xlsx

Good evening sir:

As part of the Office of Inspector General’s report on the Department’s administrative investigation
and force review processes, we are reporting the time frames within which IAB Force/Shooting
Response Team reviews are completed and the time the EFRC panel is afforded to evaluate the
cases.

I have attached to this email an encrypted file containing information about 187 cases which were
the subject of EFRC reviews at which OIG staff have been present since 2016. Almost all of the
information was obtained from the EFRC agendas and EFRC summaries, although the dates of two
shootings were verified from the Homicide Memos.

I have also attached the file as an Excel file so that you may sort or manipulate it in any way, should
you find it more convenient to do so.

The highlighted lines are duplicates, meaning the EFRC had been previously scheduled or held but
the final EFRC took place on the highlighted date. The original date is not highlighted.
The only information which was not provided by the Department is the date the EFRC cases were
submitted to the OIG. These cases did not have transmittal letters, and it was represented to us that
these cases were being sent to the OIG at the same time they were being submitted to the EFRC
panel.

If there is any information which is incorrect in this list, please let me know (although the Unit, the
SH/FO/URN numbers and the IAB Presenter & Homicide Lt. are not relevant to our report and have
been included in the list only for your information).

This documents are encrypted and password protected. The .pdf file is protected by two passwords:
the second password is for printing the document. These passwords are the same as those for the
documents I sent you yesterday. Please call if you have any questions.

Thank you.

Dan

Daniel W. Baker
Chief Deputy, Inspector General
Los Angeles County Office of Inspector General

312 S. Hill St., 3rd floor
Los Angeles, CA 90013



From: Rodriguez, Cesar O.
To: Chau, Veronica
Subject: RE: Follow Up
Date: Tuesday, September 29, 2020 9:42:25 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Good Morning Sgt. Chau, 

All EFRC cases are uploaded to the OIG share folder a week before the EFRC scheduled date.  Once
uploaded, OIG has access to the cases.

Should you have further question please contact me. 

Thank you,  

Cesar O. Rodriguez, OAII
Professional Standards Division
4900 South Eastern Avenue, Suite 204
Commerce, CA 90040   
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